Teachings Of Hafiz

an excerpt from the: Translators Preface
Shemsuddin Mahommad, better known by
his poetical surname of Hafiz, was born in
Shiraz in the early part of the fourteenth
century.[1] His names, being interpreted,
signify the Sun of the Faith, the
Praiseworthy, and One who can recite the
Koran; he is further known to his
compatriots under the titles of the Tongue
of the Hidden and the Interpreter of
Secrets. The better part of his life was
spent in Shiraz, and he died in that city
towards the close of the century. The exact
date either of his birth or of his death is
unknown. He fell upon turbulent times. His
delicate love-songs were chanted to the
rude accompaniment of the clash of arms,
and his dreams must have been interrupted
often enough by the nip of famine in a
beleaguered town, the inrush of
conquerors, and the flight of the defeated.
[1. For the history of the times of Hafiz,
see Defremery in the Journal Asiatique for
1844 and 1845, Malcolms History of
Persia, Prices Mohammedan History,
Markhams History of Persia, For the life of
the poet, see V. Hammer; Defremery in the
Journal Asiatique for 1858; Sir Gore
Ouseley and Daulat Shah, whose work is
mainly a string of anecdote-I have been
told that Lutfallahs is little better.] The
history of Persia in the fourteenth century
is exceedingly confused. Beyond a
succession of wars and turmoils, there is
little to be learnt concerning the political
conditions under which Hafiz lived. Fifty
years before the birth of the poet, Hulagu, a
grandson of the great Tartar invader
Chinghis Khan, had conquered Baghdad,
putting to death the last of the Abbaside
Khalifs and extinguishing the direct line of
the race that had ruled over Persia since
750. For the next 200 years there is indeed
a branch of the family of Abbas living in
Cairo, members of which were set up as
Khalifs by the Mamluk Sultans of Egypt;
but they were destitute of any real
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authority, and their position was that of
dependants in the Mamluk court. The sons
and grandsons of Hulagu succeeded him as
lords of Persia and Mesopotamia, paying a
nominal allegiance to the Great Khan of
the Mongols in Cambalec or Pekin, but for
all practical purposes independent, and the
different provinces of their empire were
administered by governors in their name.
About the time of the birth of Hafiz, that is
to say in the beginning of the fourteenth
century, a certain Mahmud Shah Inju was
governing the province of Fars, of which
Shiraz is the capital, in the name of Abu
Said, the last of the direct descendants of
Hulagu. On the death of Mahmud Shah,
Abu Said appointed Sheikh Hussein ibn
Juban to the governorship of Fars, a
lucrative and much-coveted post. Sheikh
Hussein took the precaution of ordering the
three sons of Mahmud Shah to be seized
and imprisoned; but while they were
passing through the streets of Shiraz in the
hands of their captors, their mother, who
accompanied them, lifted her veil and
made a touching appeal to the people,
calling upon them to remember the benefits
they had received from their late ruler, the
father of the three boys. Her words took
instant effect; the inhabitants rose, released
her and her sons, and drove Sheikh Hussein
into exile. He, however, returned with an
army supplied by Abu Said, and induced
Shiraz to submit again to his rule. In 1335,
a year or two after these events, Abu Said
died, and the power of the house of Hulagu
crumbled away. There followed a long
period of anarchy, which was brought to an
end when Oweis, another descendant of
Hulagu, seized the throne. He and his son
Ahmed reigned in Baghdad until Ahmed
was driven out by the invading army of
Timur. But during the years of anarchy the
authority of the Sultan of Baghdad had
been considerably curtailed....

Teachings of Hafiz has 14 ratings and 0 reviews. Admired by Goethe among many others, the poetry of Hafiz appeals on
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on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Translated by Gertrude Lowthian Bell.Buy a cheap copy of The Teachings
of Hafiz book by Gertrude Bell. Free shipping over $10.Khwaja Shams-ud-Din Mu?ammad ?afe?-e Shirazi known by
his pen name Hafez and as .. convents, Shahneh, and muhtasib, ignored the religious taboos of his period, and he found
humor in some of his societys religious doctrines.The Teachings of Hafiz [Gertrude Lowthian Bell] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that wasThe Teachings of Hafiz [Gertrude
Lowthian Bell] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Translated by Gertrude Lowthian Bell.Oh Hafiz, seeking an
end to strife, Hold fast in thy mind what the wise have writ: If at last thou attain the desire of thy life, Cast the world
aside, yea, abandon it!TEACHINGS OF HAFIZ. Translated by Gertrude Lowthian Bell. [1897]. TRANSLATORS
PREFACE. SHEMSUDDIN MAHOMMAD, better known by his poetical Hafiz of Shiraz is widely recognized as the
pre-eminent master of the and methods to help you to integrate wisdom teachings into your life. In his famous essay,
On Not Translating Hafez (New England Review, 1999), Dick Davis engages . Bell, G. The Teachings of Hafiz, 1985.
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